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Abstract—Buffers are essential components of any packet
switch for resolving contentions among arriving packets. Currently, optical buffers are composed of fiber delay lines (FDL),
whose blocking and delay behavior differ drastically from that of
conventional RAM at least two-fold: 1) only multiples of discrete
time delays can be offered to arriving packets; 2) a packet must be
dropped if the maximum delay provided by optical buffer is not
sufficient to avoid contention, this property is called balking. As a
result, optical buffers only have finite time resolution, which may
lead to excess load and prolong the packet delay. In this paper,
a novel queueing model of optical buffer is proposed, and the
closed-form expressions of blocking probability and mean delay
are derived to explore the tradeoff between buffer performance
and system parameters, such as the length of the optical buffer,
the time granularity of FDLs, and to evaluate the overall impact
of packet length distribution on the buffer performance.
Index Terms—Blocking and delay performance, optical buffer,
optical switching, queueing analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE ADVANCES in dense wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology and the emerging all-optical
network call for the realization of high-speed optical switches,
which serve a heterogeneous population of users who require both guaranteed bandwidth connections and bandwidth
on demand services of differing average information rates
and burstiness. To serve these users, the switches provide
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint services between the
access stations. In the face of optical technology evolution, the
switch architecture should also seamlessly support the addition
of even higher speed stations in the future.
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Optical burst switching (OBS), a hybrid of packet switching
and circuit switching, is a promising switching technology
for supporting all-optical networks [1]. The basic information
unit handled by OBS is the variable-length packet or a “burst,”
which is the aggregation of upper layer data units, transmitted
through the wavelength channels in WDM networks. In general,
packets arrive at an OBS router asynchronously, two or more
packets may contend for a same output port. Buffers, either
at input ports or at the output ports, are essential components
of packet switches for resolving contention problems. Various
optical burst switch architectures employing different buffering
strategies have been proposed in [2]–[5]. It has been shown in
[5] that the employment of optical buffer at the output port of
the OBS switch can reduce the packet loss probability by two
to three orders of magnitude.
Currently, optical random access memory (RAM) is unavailable, and the optical buffer is usually composed of a set of fiber
delay lines (FDLs). Optical buffers can be either single-stage,
which have only one block of FDLs, or multistage, which have
several blocks of FDLs cascaded together. We can further classify the optical buffers into feed-forward, feedback, and hybrid
architectures [3], [6]. For example, in the feedback architecture, each FDL connects an output port of a switching element
at a given stage to an input port of a switching element in the
same stage or a previous stage. Furthermore, buffers can be either configured as fixed-delay FDL buffer [2], [8], [14] or variable-delay FDL buffer [2], [3]. The fixed-delay buffer, as illustrated in Fig. 2, is simple in structure and also cost effective,
which make it one of the research focuses [10]–[12].
Optical buffer behaves differently from electronic RAM twofolds.
1) The FDLs can only delay the packets for multiples of discrete (i.e. constant) amount of time, which is related to the
length of the FDL, measured in terms of delay unit, called
time granularity.
2) The maximum delay that an optical buffer can provide to
an input packet is bounded. A packet will be dropped if this
maximum delay is not sufficient to avoid contention. This
characteristics is referred to as the balking property.
Furthermore, a packet can be stored in electronic buffer for arbitrary amount of time and read out whenever necessary. However, due to the discrete delay and balking property described
above, a packet stored in an optical buffer can only be retrieved
at the end point of a FDL. Thus, we say that the optical buffer
only has finite time resolution, while the electronic buffer has infinite time resolution. The finite time resolution property will introduce a void period between two successive buffered packets.
During this void period, the output channel is standing idle,
even if there are packets waiting in the buffer. This non-work
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conserving property will deteriorate the buffer performance and
prolong the delay experienced by input packets. Therefore, key
parameters such as the length of optical buffer and the time granularity of FDL should be properly chosen to meet blocking and
delay requirements.
The performance evaluation of optical buffer raises some
new modelling issues. Attempts have been made in [7]–[9] to
approximate the optical buffer behavior by M/M/k/D queue,
but they fail to characterize both the discrete delay and the
balking property of optical buffer. An improved approximation
is developed in [5], which adopts M/M/k queue to study the
impact of optical buffer on the performance of OBS. Some
numerical estimations of the blocking of optical buffers are
reported in [10]–[12]. An iterative scheme to approximate
optical buffer blocking performance is proposed in [10], which
assumes that the packet arrival process is Poisson and the
packet length is exponentially distributed. This exponential
assumption is relaxed in [11], in which an approximation of
blocking probability is obtained and the impact of burst distribution on buffer performance is evaluated. A Markovian model
to evaluate the buffer performance numerically under arbitrary
traffic patterns is presented in [12]. With Poisson arrival process
and exponentially distributed packet length assumptions, we
derive a simple closed-form expression to approximate the
packet blocking probability in [13].
In this paper, taking discrete delays and balking property
into consideration, we develop a novel queueing model of
optical buffer with Poisson arrival and general packet length
distribution. To model the finite time resolution, we treat the
void period between two successive buffered packets as the
prolonged length of the real packet. We analyze the busy period
with exceptional first packet to account for the real packet
plus the preceded void period, called PACKET. To model the
balking property, we first obtain the waiting time distribution
for the infinite buffer through busy period analysis, in which
the maximum delay provided by optical buffer is assumed to
be unbounded and no packets will be blocked. We then analyze
the excess load introduced by FDLs and evaluate the impact of
finite time resolution property on the offered load. It follows
that the closed-form expressions of packet blocking probability
and the mean delay can be obtained by a connection of virtual
waiting time distributions between infinite and finite optical
buffers.
Our analytical results reveal the fact that the finite time resolution property leads to excess offered load to system, and there
exists an optimal time granularity of FDLs that minimizes the
packet blocking probability. We show that this optimal granularity is not sensitive to packet length distribution; and when
buffer length is large, the optimal granularity is also not sensitive to the length of buffer, it is mainly determined by the traffic
load.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes a structure of optical buffer and its finite time resolution property. In Section III, we develop a specific queueing
model for infinite optical buffer, analyze the impact of finite
time resolution on the offered load to system, and obtain the
waiting time distribution. In Section IV, we derive the mean
packet delay and packet blocking probability for the finite optical buffer. In Section V, we show how the design parameters

Fig. 1. Optical buffers at the output ports of an optical burst switch.

Fig. 2. Optical buffer consists of fiber delay lines.

will influence the buffer performance. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. FINITE TIME RESOLUTION OF OPTICAL BUFFER
In this section, we will describe the finite time resolution
properties, discrete delay and balking, of optical buffer in details to facilitate our analysis in the sequel.
A. Discrete Delay Property
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the basic configuration of the
optical buffers at the output ports of a switch. This switch architecture employs the output buffering strategy and each of the
output port is equipped with a dedicated buffer, which consists
of FDLs.
The fixed-delay FDL buffer is simpler and less costly to implement. In our analysis, we will focus on the fixed-delay buffer.
The fixed-delay buffer, as illustrated in Fig. 2, has FDLs with
the th FDL being able to delay a packet for a discrete time
,
, where
is the time granularity of
the FDLs, and is the buffer length. Thus, the optical buffer
of multiples
can only provide discrete delays
of s, where the maximum delay is given by
.
Note that each FDL can accommodate up to different wavelengths, such that an optical buffer can effectively provide
identical virtual buffers. Without loss of generality, we will analyze one of these virtual buffers, and adopt the first-in-first-out
(FIFO) policy.
B. Balking and Finite Time Resolution
The characteristics of optical buffer is depicted in Fig. 3, in
which we use the black lines with different lengths to denote the
different delays realized by the FDLs.
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Fig. 4. Packet scheduling in optical buffer.

Fig. 3. Time interleave in optical buffer.

For the convenience of analysis, the packet length is measured
in terms of service time.
In an output queued switch, plural packets with the same
wavelength may be switched to the same output port. These
packets should be scheduled in time to avoid contentions. As
shown in Fig. 3, a newly arrived packet will be transmitted by
the output channel immediately if no packets are waiting in the
buffer and the output channel is free. Otherwise, the arriving
packet will be injected into one of the FDLs to be buffered. The
length of a packet is known upon its arrival. The choice of FDL
is based on the time needed to process the backlog packets in
the buffer. Suppose an arriving packet has to wait for at least
units of time to be served, then two possible scenarios may
occur:
, the packet will be switched to
1) if
th FDL of the buffer;
, the packet will be blocked.
2) if
Accordingly, services of packets buffered in different FDLs
will be scheduled on FIFO basis, as depicted in the bottom of
Fig. 3. The buffering process is illustrated by an example disunits of time to process
played in Fig. 4. At time , it takes
all three packets in the buffer. The packet 4 arrives after units
, and the time needed to process all three
of time at
packets becomes
. Since the output channel is ocunits
cupied by packet 1, the packet 4 has to wait for at least
,
of time to avoid contention. Fig. 4 shows that
which means the packet 4 will be injected into the 5th FDL according to the above rule, and it will be dropped (blocked) if
, the balking property of FDLs.
buffer length
The discrete delay will introduce void period between consecutive packets. In the schedule given in Fig. 4, the packet 4
,
will not reach the end point of 5th FDL before time
however, the services of packets 1,2,3 are completed at time
. The output channel will be standing idle and waiting
for packet 4 to come out of the 5th FDL during the time interval
, a void period of duration
is
introduced.
The output channel is non-work conserving and the service
time of buffered packets are prolonged due to the void periods,

which introduce excess load to the system. In the case that the
buffer is empty and the output channel is free upon the arrival of
the packet, it can be transmitted immediately and no void period
will be introduced. This packet is a first-arrival-packet, which
initiates a busy period of the system, and all other packets are
non-first-arrival-packet, e.g. packet 4 in the above example.
In the following analysis, the term ‘packet’ denotes the physical (real) packets in the buffer, and the term PACKET is used to
indicate the effective service time of a packet. For the first-arrival-packet, the PACKET service time is the real packet length,
while the PACKET service time of the non-first-arrival-packet is
the sum of real packet length and the duration of preceded void
period.
III. ANALYSIS OF INFINITE OPTICAL BUFFER
The waiting time distribution is the core issue of optical buffer
analysis, because an arriving packet will choose the FDL according to required waiting time, a constraint imposed by the
finite time resolution of optical buffer described in Section II.
We first consider the infinite buffer case,
, in which the
buffer can provide infinite long delay and no packet will be lost.
Later, this result will be extended to analyze the finite buffer
case.
The buffer is modeled as a single server queue with FIFO
policy. We assume that the packet arrival is a Poisson process
with rate , and the packet length follows a general distribu, with mean
tion with probability density function (PDF)
and cumulative distribution function (CDF)
. In this
section, we will describe the busy period of this single server
queue with exceptional service for the first packet.
A. Busy Period With Exceptional Service for the First Packet
The busy period depicted in Fig. 5 starts when a first-arrivalpacket arrives at an empty system, and ends when the system
becomes empty again. Suppose a non-first-arrival-packet arrives
at time and it has to wait for a minimum duration to avoid
contention. The packet would be delayed for a discrete duration
(1)
and injected into the
th FDL, where
indicates the
smallest integer greater than . Consequently, the server is
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2) At time , the virtual waiting time is in state ,
, and a packet of length
arrived during
with probability
. In this case, the system is not
empty at the time of packet arriving. The arrived packet is
a non-first-arrival-packet, the PACKET service time follows
PDF
, and we use the convolution
to include all the possibilities when
.
3) At time , the system is empty with probability
and
virtual waiting time
, and a packet of length arrived
during
with probability
. In this case,
the arrived packet is a first-arrival-packet, whose length
follows the PDF
of real packet.
Collecting above three cases for
, we can obtain the first
branch of the following:

Fig. 5. Queueing process of optical buffer.

standing idle during the interval
with duration
, until this packet comes out of the
th FDL
to commence the service.
Under the assumptions of Poisson arrivals and independent
packet length distribution, in [5], [10], [11] the duration of
void period is considered to be uniformly distributed over the
with mean
. Recall that the optical buffer
interval
shown in Fig. 5 is modeled as a queueing system with exceptional service for the first packet in each busy period, in which
the service time of first PACKET (first-arrival-packet) equals
to the real packet length , and the service times of other
PACKETs (non-first-arrival-packets) are i.i.d. random variables
with the following PDF
(2)
is the PDF of the void period, ‘ ’ is the convolution
where
operation and the CDF of is denoted by
.

(3)
In the second branch of (3), there are two possible transitions
that may lead to
:
1) at time , the system is empty with probability
, and no
packet arrived during
with probability
;
2) at time , the virtual waiting time is in state with probability
, and no packet arrived during
with probability
.
When
,
, standard infinitesimal analysis
yields
(4)

B. PACKET Waiting Time Analysis
We need the following definitions in conducting the analysis
of infinite buffer:
PDF of virtual waiting time

at time

steady state PDF of virtual waiting time ;
steady state CDF of virtual waiting time ;
probability of system being empty at time ;
steady probability of system being empty;
expected PACKET service time.
The virtual waiting time at time is the duration needed by
the output channel to clear all backlogged packets in the buffer.
In other words, if a packet arrives at time , it would have to
wait for duration to get service. The Poisson arrival see time
average (PASTA) [16] property implies that each arriving packet
will see a waiting time distribution that equals to the steadystate virtual waiting time distribution. Thus, the PACKET waiting
time distribution can be deduced from the virtual waiting time
analysis directly.
The state equation of
is gathered from the probability
transitions of virtual waiting time into state
within an infinitesimal time interval . There are three possible transitions
that may occur in the interval
:
1) At time , the virtual waiting time is in state , and no
packet arrived during
, the probability of no packet
arrival is
.

where
condition

and

satisfy the following normalization

(5)

Let
,
,
equations are given as follows:

, the steady state

(6)
where is the probability of an incoming packet will see system
empty and not be queued in the buffer. The PDF
given by
(2) is quite involved even in the case that the underlying PDF
of real packet is exponential. It is rather difficult to derive
and
analytically from (6). Nevertheless, the probability
is related to the equivalent load
and the expected PACKET
service time , which includes the void period, as follows:
(7)
and
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Fig. 7. A realization of virtual waiting time process to illustrate Theorem 2.

Proof: We assume that
and the infinite system is
stable. The Laplace Transform of (6) is
Fig. 6. The impact of FDL time granularity on the traffic load to system.

(13)
It is obvious that the packet loss probability of an infinite
system is zero, and the probability of an incoming packet being
. Given that the service of a queued packet is
queued is
, therefore
preceded by a void period with mean duration
the expected PACKET service time can be expressed as follows

Note that the Laplace transform of the derivative term
in (6) is
. Rearranging the terms and combining
yield (12).
with
From
and , we can compute the cumulative distribuof PACKET waiting time for the infinite buffer.
tion function

(9)
Combining (7), (8) and (9) yields the following lemma.
Lemma 1: For the given offered load
, the equivalent
load is
(10)
The (10) manifests the excess load caused by the finite time
resolution property, it is easy to see that
whenever
. The incurred offered load due to void period is illustrated in
Fig. 6, which shows that the equivalent load
is increasing
with respect to the time granularity . Notice that even if the
offered load
, it is possible that the equivalent load
and the infinite system will become unstable owing to the excess
load.
To ensure
, the following upper bound of input traffic
can be observed by inserting
into (10)

C. Level Crossing of Virtual Waiting Time
An alternative derivation of the state equation (6) can be conducted by the level crossing of virtual waiting time described in
[15].
Considering a single server queue with Poisson arrivals and
FIFO service discipline, it is assumed that the stationary virtual
waiting time process exists and has a unique distribution.
Fig. 7 is a sample path of the virtual waiting time process, in
which the vertical lines represent new arrivals, who may lead the
sample path to upcrossing the level of virtual waiting time. On
the other hand, the slope lines indicate the decreasing of virtual
waiting time due to the services rendered by server, they may
lead the sample path to downcrossing the level .
Let
denotes the number of upcrossings of level
during an arbitrary interval
, then
(14)

(11)
which delineates the stable condition of the system.
With the help of lemma 1, the PACKET waiting time distribution for infinite buffer is presented in Theorem 1:
Theorem 1: For the infinite optical buffer with
, the
Laplace transform of PACKET waiting time PDF
is given by
(12)
where
and
, respectively.

are the Laplace transform of

and

More precisely, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2: In a stationary single server queue with Poisson
arrivals and FIFO policy, the rate of upcrossing a level of the
virtual waiting time is equal to the rate of downcrossing the
level . In addition, this rate is equal to the probability density
function of the virtual waiting time at .
The proof of this theorem is detailed in [15]. We will show
that the state equation (6) can be obtained from this theorem
directly.
In the optical buffer with Poisson arrival of rate , the rate of
upcrossing level of virtual waiting time from level 0 is equal
to
, and the rate of upcrossing the same level but
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starting from level ,
is equal to
.A
direct consequence of Theorem 2 is the following equation:

Inserting (18) into (17) yields

(15)
where
is the probability of system being empty.
Taking the derivative of (15), we obtain
(19)
(16)
Comparing (19) with (15), we can obtain
which is identical to the state equation (6).
and
of the infinite
In the next section, based on
system, the level crossing method can be utilized to calculate
the mean packet delay and blocking probability of the finite
buffer.

(20)
Hence

(21)

IV. ANALYSIS OF FINITE OPTICAL BUFFER
In the finite buffer, if the required waiting time of an incoming packet is greater than the maximum allowable delay
, the packet will be blocked. Thus, the key
to analyze the finite buffer lies on the evolvement of virtual
waiting time process. In Section IV-A, we will derive the PACKET
waiting time distribution and the mean packet delay formula. In
Section IV-B, the close form of the blocking probability is obtained from the connection between the virtual waiting time distributions of finite and infinite buffers.
We need the following definitions in conducting the analysis
of finite buffer:

(22)
is the virtual waiting time
It is important to note that
distribution seen by all arriving packets. For finite buffer, the
mean packet delay offered in the following theorem is focused
on the waiting time distribution experienced only by those
packets admitted into the buffer.
Theorem 3: The mean packet delay of finite optical buffer
is given by
with

(23)

packet blocking probability;
waiting time of admitted PACKETs with CDF
;
mean (real) packet delay.
Note that all variables associated with the finite buffer with
maximum allowable delay are designated by the subscript ‘ ’.
A. PACKET Waiting Time Analysis
Applying Theorem 2 to the finite buffer based on the same
ground for (15), we get

is the CDF of PACKET waiting time in the correwhere
sponding infinite buffer.
Proof:
1) Mean PACKET delay.
ensures that the corresponding inThe condition
finite system is stable. For
, the CDF of admitted
can be written down as (24),
PACKET waiting time
shown at the bottom of the next page. Now combining with
(22), we obtain

.
(17)
for
. Since (17) has the same form as the corresponding
(15) of the infinite buffer, therefore, the virtual waiting time distribution
for the finite buffer is proportional to that of
for the infinite buffer in the interval
. Actually, we have

(18)

(25)

It follows that the mean delay of admitted PACKETs in the
finite buffer is given by

(26)

2) Mean packet delay.
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The PACKET waiting time distribution (26) immediately
gives rise to the probability of an admitted packet finding
system empty as follows:

The probability of system being empty is

(30)

(27)
which means with probability
, an admitted
packet is a first-arrival-packet, and it can enter the server
directly. It also means that an admitted packet is a
,
non-first-arrival-packet with probability
and it has to wait for an additional void period with mean
to get service due to the finite time resoluduration
tion illustrated in Fig. 5. Now, we can calculated the mean
packet delay as follows:

(28)

Example 1: If we set
, which means the optical buffer
only consists of one single FDL with zero delay, then
,
, it follows from the mean delay formula (28)
that
. In this case, the arriving packet can be admitted
only when the output channel is free, and the admitted packet
can be served directly.
B. Packet Blocking Probability
The packet blocking probability of finite optical buffer is presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: For a finite optical buffer with maximum delay
and
, the packet blocking probability is
given by

is the CDF of PACKET waiting time in the correwhere
, and
sponding infinite buffer,

(31)

is the expected service time of the admitted PACKETs.
Proof: Since the derivation of packet blocking probability
of the finite buffer is relying upon its corresponding infinite
is required to ensure the underbuffer, the condition
lying infinite system is stable.
In the finite buffer, blocking occurs when the virtual waiting
time seen by the incoming packet is larger than the maximum
allowable delay , which implies

(32)
is related to
in (22), and
is given by (12)
Since
in Theorem 1, it remains to derive
in order to determine
. By the definition of virtual waiting time, the steady state
that the finite buffer is empty should be equal to
probability
the steady state probability that the virtual waiting time
is
zero, that is
(33)
From Little’s law [16], we have

(29)

(34)

(24)
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where
is the expected PACKET service time in the finite
buffer. Recall that the admitted PACKETs include both first-arrival-packets and non-first-arrival-packets, we have

sponding infinite queue counterpart without waiting time limit
[17]–[20], which results in the offered load constraint of (11)
for the stability guarantee of the infinite queue.
1) Examples:
Example 2
, no packet arrives,
In the blocking formula (41), when
no blocking occurs. In fact, we have
and
,
it follows that
and
, both finite and infinite
buffers are empty with probability 1. It also follows that
in the infinite buffer. So, for the finite buffer, the blocking
probability is
(42)

which can be written as

(35)
Combining (32), (33), and (34) yields

Example 3
Due to the finite time resolution property, the expected
(see (35)), and infinite
PACKET service times in finite buffer,
,
buffer, (see (9)), are different. In the case when
, the finite optical buffer will become an infinite
, and the PACKET service
system and
time (35) becomes

(36)
(43)
from (22) and (36), we have

which means

as

(37)
Hence
(38)

(44)
It is obvious that the infinite optical buffer has zero blocking
probability, which agrees with the blocking formula (41). In, we have
deed, as
(45)

Inserting (38) into (22), we obtain the CDF of virtual waiting
time of finite buffer as follows:
(39)
is a compressed version of
which shows that
interval
. In particular, we have

in the
(40)

Thus, the packet blocking probability of finite optical buffer is
readily obtained from (32) as follows:

Example 4
In this example, we consider another extreme case when
, which can be either:
, the optical buffer only consists of one single FDL
1)
with zero delay; or
, FDLs do not offer any delay to incoming packets.
2)
In both cases, all packets will be switched to the output
channel directly, and they will be blocked if the output channel
, and
is occupied. In both scenarios,
the expected PACKET service time (35) becomes
(46)

(41)

Notice that the equivalent load is required to be less than 1 in
both Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, which imposes the additional
constraint (11) on the offered load. Actually, to get the analytical
blocking formula under any offered load, we need to first derive
the analytical virtual waiting time (
) distribution for an
optical buffer with maximum delay . This problem is equivalent to the analytical
analysis of an
queue with
bounded waiting time , where the
can be infinite and
which makes it infeasible to get a steady state equation like (6)
and thus an analytical result on its
distribution. That is
why the widely adopted approach now is to get the
distribution of the above finite queue through analyzing its corre-

, and

That is,
as
, the mean PACKET service time is
equal to real packet mean length , and then
(47)
It is simply because no packets will be buffered and no void
periods (excess load) will be introduced. It follows from (29)
and (30) that
(48)
and
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It is interesting to note that the blocking probability given in (48)
is the same as that of
queue [21].
2) Discussions: In fact, the blocking formula (29) can be
rewritten as

(50)
where
can be any positive constant, then in the
,
at the same time and the expected
case that
PACKET service time (35) becomes

(51)
That is,
as
, which means when the FDLs’
granularity approaches to zero, no void period (excess load) is
introduced and the mean PACKET service time is equal to the
mean length of real packet. Then

Fig. 8. Packet blocking probability versus FDL granularity
, under different packet length distributions.

B = 256

D when  = 0:8,

(52)
From (10),

also yields
(53)

Substituting (52) and (53) into (50) yields
(54)
This is the formula for a physically degenerate optical buffer
with infinite time resolution that can not be realized by FDLs.
However, the (54) can be considered as the blocking probability
queue in which blocking occurs if the waiting
of an
time seen by incoming packets is greater than the constant .
For the sake of comparison, we found that the (54) is similar to
the following blocking formula of the
queue given
in [21]
Fig. 9. Mean packet delay versus FDL granularity
under different packet length distributions.

D when  = 0:8, B = 256,

(55)

is the steady queue length distribuwhere
queue. The difference
tion in the corresponding infinite
of these two blocking probabilities is that the blocking in (54) is
constrained by the virtual waiting time, in terms of the tail dis, while the blocking in (55) is constrained by
tribution
waiting space, in terms of the tail distribution of queue length
.
V. BUFFER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we analyze the characteristics of optical buffer
that can determine the buffer performance.
There are many parameters that will influence the buffer perof optical buffer,
formance: the offered load , the length
the time granularity of the FDLs, and the distribution of the

packet length. In our analysis, we will focus on the following
packet length distributions: exponential, uniform and deterministic, and times are normalized by mean packet length such that
. We have studied eight cases to explore the buffer performances under different packet length distributions and design
parameters. In all figures displayed in the sequel, simulation resymbols and analytical results
sults are marked by diamond
are designated by solid or dash lines.
Figs. 8 and 9 compare the blocking probabilities and mean
delays calculated from (29) and (23), respectively, with the simulation results of the three packet length distributions mentioned
,
above. The results are obtained for a buffer with
, and the FDL granularity varying from 0.05 to 0.48.
Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the blocking probabilities and mean
, fixed granularity
delays for a buffer with length
, and the offered load ranging from 0.3 to 0.8.
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Fig. 10. Packet blocking probability versus Offered load  when B
D
: under different packet length distributions.

=03

Fig. 11. Mean packet delay versus Offered load  when B
under different packet length distributions.

= 32,

= 32, D = 0:3

In Figs. 12 and 13, we investigate the impact of buffer length
and time granularity
on the buffer performance with offered load
and exponentially distributed packet length.
We have observed in Figs. 8 and 12 that when increases from
0 to about 0.25, the blocking probability will decrease. However, if the time granularity keeps on increasing, the blocking
probability will stop decreasing and become bigger and bigger.
The existence of optimal time granularity that minimizes the
blocking probability is reasoned below:
1) For small time granularity , the blocking probability is
decreasing with respect to increasing . To avoid contentions, incoming packets are scheduled by the optical
buffer. The incoming packet will be blocked if the required delay is greater than the maximum allowable delay
. Thus, the blocking probability can be reduced by increasing , which can be realized either by increasing or . As shown in Fig. 12, if we increase , the
buffer length, blocking probability will decrease accordingly. When is small, beefing up the maximum delay

Fig. 12. Packet blocking probability versus FDL granularity D when 
under different buffer length.

Fig. 13. Mean packet delay versus FDL granularity D when 
different buffer length.

= 0:8

= 0:8 under

to reduce the blocking probability can also be effectively
achieved by expanding the time granularity .
2) For large time granularity , the blocking probability is
increasing with respect to increasing . From preceding
discussions, in particular Lemma 1 and Fig. 6, we know
will introduce excess load,
that the time granularity
which becomes the dominating factor of blocking when
is large.
In Fig. 8 and Fig. 12, we note that the optimal granularity
is not sensitive to the packet length distributions;
when buffer length is large (e.g.
, 256, 512),
is
is mainly determined by
also not sensitive to . In fact,
the traffic load as shown in Fig. 14. The impact of traffic load on
the packet blocking probability and mean delay is demonstrated
and
in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, where the buffer length
packet length is exponentially distributed. We see that
when
, and the
is around 0.7 and 1.4 respect
and
. It is clear that the traffic load has
to
significant influence on
. It is also obvious that the mean
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Based on this connection, we derived the closed-form formulas
of blocking probability and mean delay.
Our analysis results reveal that there exists an optimal time
granularity of FDL that can minimize the packet blocking
probability. This optimal granularity is not sensitive to different
packet length distributions. When buffer length is large, the
optimal granularity is also not sensitive to the length of buffer,
it is mainly determined by the traffic load.
Notice that the offered load in our model cannot be too high
to ensure the equivalent load is below 1, so one future research is
to extend our analytical framework to cover the analysis of finite
buffer under any offered load. Since the model in this paper was
developed only for the single wavelength scenario, so another
future work is to extend this model to the more realistic multiwavelengths case.

D

Fig. 14. Packet blocking probability versus FDL granularity under different
, exponential distributed packet length.
offered load when

B = 32

D

Fig. 15. Mean packet delay versus FDL granularity under different offered
load when
, exponential distributed packet length.

B = 32

delay is uniformly increasing, as shown in Figs. 9, 11, 13, 15,
with respect to the increasing of time granularity .
For one specific network with a given traffic load, our model
can be directly applied to determine an optimal granularity corresponding to this load. For a network with variable traffic loads,
however, it is impossible for us to find one FDL granularity that
is optimal for all possible traffic loads.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper developed a novel queueing model to analyze the
blocking and delay performance of optical buffer under generic
packet size pattern. Our model captures both the deterministic
and balking property of optical buffer. We have derived the
waiting time distribution in the infinite buffer and analyzed the
impact of finite time resolution property on the offered load to
system. We present an interesting connection of virtual waiting
time distribution between the infinite and finite optical buffer.
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